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CHAPTER 

INTRODUCTION

In November 1980 the World Health Organization (WHO),

in association with the German Federal Ministry of the Inte-

rior (BMI) and several scientific institutions, convened a

meeting of experts in Heidelberg to discuss quality

assurance in nuclear medicine. his meeting was comprehen-

sive in its scope and covered the organization of quality

control (QC), personnel resources for nuclear medicine ser-

vices, training of personnel, QC of instrumentation and

radiopharmaceuticals, and QC of the clinical evaluation pro-

cess. The recommendations of this meeting were published in

1982 as a World Health Organization document "Quality

Assurance in Nuclear Medicine" (1).

In November 1983, the German Federal Health Office, in

cooperation with WHO and BMI, organized a follow-up meeting

in Neuherberg, Munich, in order to review the recommenda-

tions contained in the 1982 WHO pblication. This second

meeting took the form of a workshop with a major emphasis
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placed on reassessing QC of instrumentation. Many QC pro-

cedures were actually performed in demonstrations during the

workshop with the objective of observing the ease or diffi-

culty with which each could be undertaken, and discussing

possible alternative procedures. This present document sum-

marizes the conclusions of that workshop and represents a

distillation of many ideas.

Reports on QC from various national and international

organizations were available for reference. In addition to

the report published by the WHO in 1982, the participants

also received a draft text of the Technical Document on

"Quality Control of Nuclear Medicine Instrumentation" pub-

lished in 1984 by the International Atomic Energy Agency

(IAEA 2 Other reference literature available comprised

"Quality Control of Nuclear Medicine Instrumentation" pub-

lished by the Hospital Physicists' Association (3);

"Scintillation Camera Acceptance Testing and Performance

Evaluation" and "Acceptance Testing and Performance Evalua-

tion of Scintillation Camera/computer systems", both

published by the American Association of Physicists in Medi-

cine 45) and a draft of "Performance Measurements of

Scintillation Cameras" published in 1984 by the National

Electrical Manufacturers Association (6). This resource

material permitted participants to review some of the alter-

native methodology advocated although it was not possible to
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test each in a. practical setting.

The practical demonstrations of' the workshop included a

review of quality control procedures for activity meters

radionuclide (dose calibrators), single and multiple probe

counting systems and rectilinear scanners. However, the

main concentration of effort was directed towards imaging

systems in which the single crystal scintillation camera

(Anger camera) formed the principle component. The reason

for this was that such imaging devices form the large major-

ity of all nuclear medicine instrumentation. Because of

their increasing availability attention was also directed

towards data-processincr systems and single photon emission

computed tomography (SPECT) systems. These were considered

briefly at the first 1980 WHO meeting, but the degree of

emphasis that was placed upon these topics at that time

tails to reflect the importance that they have subsequently

assumed.

The outcome of the 1983 workshop is contained in the

sections which follow. Some fresh views are expressed

regarding quality control in clinical practice. QC should

be regarded as a constant state of awareness to the problems

that may arise and, in this context, education of personnel

becomes of paramount importance. The bsic proposal put

forward was that a sinqle total system QC procedure needs to
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be devised for each type of instrument so that QC does not

become an exercise in scientific measurement of instrument

performance. Specific recommendations are made with respect

to QC of scintillation cameras, scintillation

camera/computer systems and rotating camera SPECT devices.

Although the 1983 workshop was primarily directed

towards 0C of instrumentation, the participants did

emphasize the need for workshops devoted specifically to the

re-evaluation of QC of radiopharmaceuticals as well as

workshops for radioimmuno-assay techniques. A proposal was

made to organize such workshops. A further recommendation

was made to include as many radiopharmaceuticals as possible

with their exact descriptions and QC requirements in an

International Pharmacopea.



CHAPTER 2

BASIC CONCEPTS OF QUALITY CONTROL

It is possible to suggest quality control procedures

for the full spectrum of nuclear medicine practice but the

ultimate goal of a correct diagnosis for the patient will

also depend on many other factors. Although the ultimate

responsibility must rest with the physician who provides the

final diagnostic interpretation of the test results it

remains te responsibility of all personnel to ensure that

the data available for that diagnostic interpretation shall

be of the highest possible quality. Thus, in instituting a

quality assurance programme one must not lose sight of the

fact that a diagnostic service of the highest calibre to the

patient is the primary objective. Quality control pro-

cedures must therefore be simple and quick to perform, so

that they are actually carried out, even in a busy depart-

ment.

Such routine QC procedures should test the overall

system and be sensitive to small changes in performance.

Only when the results of' the quality control test reveal
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changes from the accepted norm are further tests, possibly

more detailed tests that check specific parameters, neces-

sary. Decision trees or flow charts can be of assistance in

localizing faults Fig 21). Action levels should be esta-

blished for proper utilization of the results, bt the

actual decision and the subsequent action to be taken will

depend on local circumstances, the type of problem and the

actual situation of the moment.
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FIGURE 21. Decision tree suggested for evaluation and
follow-up action of a quality control test.

----------------------------
------ I SIMPLE TOTAL SYSTEM TEST I

----------------------------
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NO

------------- TEST
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------------ BE
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POSSIBLE \EXCEEDED 
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Extensive and detailed QC schedules serve no useful purpose

if the overall system test continues to function according to

established standards. They are, however, required after major

changes or revisions to verify that the system performance has

been properly restored or improved.

Many performance parameters require surveillance on a con-

tinuing basis and not merely a single check on a daily basis. QC

procedures must include a review of the results if the procedures

are to achieve their objective.

QC should be practised at all times for all aspects of the

nuclear medicine procedure. Continual awareness, attention to

detail, observation, and a readiness to act when a deficiency is

encountered are paramount attributes of quality control. It is

imperative that QC does not become regarded as an excercise in

technology that meets only the needs of scientists.

In order to stimulate a continual state of awareness educa-

tional programs in QC serve a useful purpose. The 1982 WHO

document addressed the issue of how QC programmess might be insti-

tuted. National and international authorities, such as the Breau

of Radiological Health in USA and the IAEA have organized a number

of workshops in the USA and developing countries, respectively.

The mportance of these activities was once aain recognized at

the i983 workshop. In some European contries the professional
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societies have assumed this important role and have also initiated

continuing education programmes in QA. It is hoped that these

educational programmes will continue to flourish and reach a wider

audience in the ftures
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INSTRUMENTATION - GENERAL ASPECTS

3.1 Revised concept

The 1982 WHO publication suggested schedules of QC

tests to be made on a daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly and

halt-yearly basis. As outlined above, the 1983 workshop

participants proposed a different approach. Acceptance

tests need to be carried out as thoroughly as possible

immediately after installation of an instrument. Hereafter,

-a simple overall system test that will check total system

performance and reveal small deficiencies is sufficient to

monitor nges in performance on a routine basis.

Reference tests are required on a less frequent basis,

dependent on the stability of the system. Such tests may be

necessary to locate deficiencies revealed by the routine

test, and are strongly advised after major service, major

component changes or upgrade. Reference tests may be accep-

tance tests or simplified versions of acceptance tests.
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In replacing the regular, formalized quality control

procedures advocated in the 1982 document by that o a sim-

ple overall system performance check, the emphasis is placed

upon the monitoring of changes in performance rather than

the systematic measurement of specific performance parame-

ters. In order to comply with this revised concept it is

imperative that the overall system performance check be such

that it is sensitive to small changes in performance of each

component or module ot the total system.

3.2 Purchase of equipment

It is evident that in many countries difficulties are

encountered with respect to the appropriate choice and sub-

sequent purchase of nuclear medicine instrumentation. The

IAEA has included a detailed section in its Technical Docu-

ment 2 dealing with this specific subject to which the

reader is referred. It is reiterated here that when a pur-

chase order is placed for a specific instrument the

purchaser is strongly advised to provide clear specifica-

tions o the performance standards to be met, and,

additionally, to describe how those specifications will be

checked at the time of acceptance testing.

Although some tests will be performed prior to shipping

manufacturers do not necessarily test all performance param-
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eters on each and every instrument that leaves the

manufacturing plant. Even in those cases for which tests

are performed the method used may difter from that used when

the parameter specification was derived. Ignorance of these

facts can lead to disappointment when an instrument fails to

meet the user's expectations and can become particularly

frustating for both the manufacturer and purchaser if the

method of acceptance testing has not been subject to prior

agreement.

3.3 Acceptance testing

In order to ascertain that a specific instrument is

functioning according to the specifications areed upon in

the terms of purchase it is necessary to perform acceptance

tests at the time of installation and prior to clinical use.

These acceptance tests will provide values for specific

parameters that can confirm that the instrument is perform-

ing within specifications, and also act as reference data

for future measurements.

In some instances, and notably the case of scintilla-

tion cameras, protocols such as those developed by the

National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) 6 may

be of value in establishing appropriate acceptance tests.

The protocols suggested by the IAEA in the Technical Docu-
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ment 2 may be useful in this regard. In any case, because

acceptance tests measure individual performance parameters

more sophisticated methods and, perhaps, equipment may be

required compared to those used for routine quality control.

The presence and assistance of a vendor's representa-

tive when acceptance tests are performed is most desirable.

Indeed, the vendor may be able to provide specialized test

equipment and may een wish to confirm that the testing is

being carried out according to the previously agreed upon

methods.

3.4 Reference testing

Although acceptance tests will confirm the initial per-

formance specifications of an instrument it is necessary to

devise some means whereby these performance parameters can

be confirmed at some later time, such as after module

replacement or major service. These reference tests need

not be as sophisticated as those used for acceptance test-

ing. However, it might be appropriate to use acceptance

tests or modified versions of these tests in this context.

Some equipment used for reference testing can be simu-

lated on a smaller scale or with a simpler design. This

equipment can be used to provide so-called secondary stan-
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dards since it cannot duplicate the actual test conditions

provided b the more elaborate equipment that may be needed

tor acceptance testing. If such secondary standards are

adopted it is important that the results of the measurements

can be related back to the comparable acceptance test

results and it may therefore be necessary to perform the

reference tests at the same time as the acceptance tests are

done. The results so obtained can subsequently be used as

baseline reference values.

3.5 Routine testing

As the name implies, routine testing will be carried

Out on a frequent, probably daily, basis. The equipment

required would normally be simple in design. The actual

methods used will depend upon the local conditions and

resources available. The significant principle is that the

routine test provide a result that is indicative of small,

but important, changes in overall system performance.

Should the routine test reveal such a change, then more

specific tests, most probably involving reference testing,

may be necessary in order to localize the problem.
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3.6 Test Equipment

Equipment needed for routine testing will be used fre-

quently and must therefore be available at all times. The

equipment used for reference and acceptance testing is usu-

ally more sophisticated and expensive. As a consequence its

availability on site at all times cannot be justified.

In this context, the IAEA has embarked on a programme

in eveloping countries whereby regional centres are provid-

ed with test devices or phantoms which can be made available

to collaborating centres within that region on a loan basis.

National ;authorities, institutions and/or professional

7ocieties are aso urged to follow a similar course of

action so that any one individual institution does not

require a proliferation of expensive equipment that would be

Used only periodically for acceptance testing or reference

testing.

3.7 Documentation

The complete documentation of the results of various

tests and the conditions under which these results were

obtained can provide valuable assistance in localizing sub-

sequent faults. It is not merely sufficient to examine the

results of routine tests; they should be compared to the
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results of previous tests in order to monitor slow changes

that may not become immediately apparent on a day by day

basis. The same documentation should contain a record of

any taults if and when they occur and the appropriate cor-

rective action that was taken. Such a record may provide

,-ialuable assistance should the same fault re-occur on ,some

tuture occasion.
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SCINTILLATION CAMERAS

4.1 Introduction

Scintillation cameras form the large majority of imag-

ing devices used in nuclear medicine throughout the world.

As a consequence it was this device to which most attention

was devoted at the 1983 Workshop. The concentration of

effort was placed upon the single crystal (Anger design)

scintillation camera operated in its analogue mode.

Although the existence of various methods of on-line unifor-

mity correction was recognized, the 1983 Workshop did not

investigate specific QC procedures associated with such

methods.

Acceptance and reference testing will involve quantita-

tive measurement of parameters such as integral and

differential uniformity, linearity, spatial resolution,

energy resolution, count rate response, etc. The routine QC

procedure that is advocated is a check of the uniformity
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response, which may be regarded as a sensitive indicator of

minor changes in system performance.

The IAEA Technical Document (2) provides a useful

source of material relating to acceptance testing, reference

testing, and routine testing since it describes the metho-

dology in considerable detail and suggests criteria for

analysis of the results.

4.2 Acceptance and Reference Testing

Acceptance testing of a scintillation camera should be

carried out to ascertain that the instrument, as it is

Delivered, meets both the specifications claimed by the ven-

dor and those areed upon in the terms of purchase. Many

scintillation camera manufacturers now specify the perfor-

mance of their products according to the NEMA standards

protocols 6 The International Electrotechnical Commis-

sion (1EC) has also produced a draft set of similar

protocols 7 Both of these protocols produce quantitative

values for the various performance parameters, and are not

always easy to reproduce in the clinical environment. The

NEMA protocols primarily measure intrinsic performance in

the absence of scattering material, whereas the IEC proto-

cols concern the total system with inclusion of scatter to

simulate the clinical situation. The NEMA test protocols
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require digization f the data from the camera at a somewhat

greater ptial resolution than is normally available on

most nclear medicine computer systems. Nevertheless, it

may be possible to duplicate some NEMA protocols usin a

standard nuclear medicine computer for this procedure. In

addition special phantoms are required for some tests and

specific software is needed for analysis of the data. These

possible limitations must be recognized when proceeding to

adapt a nclear medicine computer to the NEMA test pro-

cedures. When acceptance testing is carried out according

to NEMA protocols then the results of these tests can also

serve as reference values, and the tests can be repeated on

a periodic basis to monitor variations in camera perfor-

mance.

For cameras that are not interfaced to a computer or

when software is not available the performance of the camera

may be assessed in a qualitative manner by obtaining analo-

que images for the arious parameters. The IAEA Technical

Document 2 provides an excellent methodology.

A total set of phantoms may not be available to test

all the parameters of a camera. At the very least a phantom

that will check resolution and linearity must be available.

Vendors should be encouraged to supply such a phantom when

delivering the camera. For example, ideally the phantom
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described by NEMA for linearity quantitation should be

available. This phantom has, however, been found difficult

to manufacture due to the fine line width required in the

lead sheet. A wider line width may be acceptable. When the

ideal situation is not achievable an orthocronal-

laole-transmission phantom (OHTP) a parallel-line-equal

�;pacinq (PLES) or quadrant bar phantom could be Sbstituted.

Alternatively a set of line sources (thin catheter tubing

tilled with ether Tc-99m, In-113m or Co-57) may be used.

The ingenuity of the user to utilize the resources

available is always paramount. Regardless of the actual

methods sed they should be reproducible for subsequent fol-

low up reference testing. Only in this way cn a user

determine deterioration of a camera system and learn to

recognize deviations in quality. As further resources

become available the QC testing methods can be adapted or

improved.

Table 14 of the 1982 WHO document (1) lists recommenda-

tions for acceptance and reference tests for scintillation

cameras. The 1983 Workshop participants discussed each of

the recommendations following practical demonstrations of

the tests. It was generally agreed that the IAEA Technical

Document 2) provides a more complete series of tests and

methodology for acceptance and reference purposes.
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The following comments on QC tests for each performance

parameter provide some suggestions for adaptation of the

published protocols when phantoms or equipment are not

available.

4.2.1 Pulse-height analyzer window settings

Because many scintillation cameras are provided with

preset pulse-height analyzer window facilities, it is useful

to check that the preset window position and window width

are accurately adjusted. The 1AEA Technical Document 2)

protocol 63.2. gives a good methodology. Count rates in

the preset windows and similar, but manually selected, win-

dows are compared tor each radionuclide.

4.2.2 Intrinsic energy resolution

luantitation of intrinsic energy resolution according

to the NEMA protocol 2 requires measurement of energy

spectrum with an external multichannel analyzer.

Alternatively a quantitative estimate of energy resolution

can be made sing the multi-channel analyzer of the camera

itself, if available. In the case of cameras which have

only an analogue type of display for the energy spectrum a

photograph of the energy spectrum for Tc-99m or In-113m with
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a 20% window centered over the photopeak could serve as a

coarse reference.

It is also possible to produce a unique spectrum of

impinging photons by using one or more point sources of

activity (e.cr. Tc-99m) in a fixed geometrical set-up with a

scattering medium present. By obtaining counts from this

phantom with the energy window set a) at the photo peak and

then b) at a known lower alue one may obtain a parameter

for energy resolution by taking the ratio of these two

counts. A similar parameter for energy resolution may be

obtained using -a fixed window with first of all both the

direct and scattered radiation allowed to reach the detector

and then with the direct radiation being shielded

(Ficr. 41).
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Scintillation crystal

Figure 41: Energy resolution phantom. Photons reach the

crystal directly through the central opening and indirectly

by scattering in perspex.

T'his technique was used in a nationwide quality assurance

project in Norway (B). Parameters for energy resolution

might also be obtained by observing the cross-talk between

windows set, for example, for I131 and In-113m and then

obtaining counts for these radionuclides separately. All of

these suggested techniques will provide a parameter that is

a measure of the intrinsic energy resolution so that refer-

ence may be made to this value in the future in order to

monitor performance.
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4.2.3 ntrinsic spatial. resolution

For a quantitative evaluation of spatial resolution,

the resolution phantom specified by NEMA has the advantage

of covering the whole surface area of the detector. This

phantom is, however, difficult to manufacture with consis-

tent line widths of mm maximum and spacings of 30 mm.

Additionally, when using current nuclear medicine data pro-

cessing systems a zoom mode will be necessary to obtain

iufficient digital spatial resolution so that, as a result,

only part of the detected area can be evaluated at any one

time. The phantom recommended in the IAEA Technical Docu-

ment protocol 63.7 (Ficr. 4.21a) is an excellent substitute.

This phantom is a modification of the intrinsic resolution

phantom recommended by the IEC. It should, however, be

emphasized that under no circumstances should this phantom

be placed directly onto the crystal surface (Fig. 4.2b).
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Fig. 4.2a:Intrinsic resolution phantom giving two

parallel collimated line sources (Ref. IAEA-TECDOC-317)

X. ....

Fig 4.2b: Recommended positioning of the intrinsic resolution

phantom with respect to the camera crystal during

measurement.
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As an analocrue acceptance and reference test the IAEA

Technical Document protocol 63.15 is recommended. Either

an OHTP phantom with hole sizes and interhole spacings's,

matched to the particular cmera resolution (s = FHM/1.75)

or an alternate phantom such as a quadrant bar or a BRH

iBureau of Radiological Health) qraded-spacing-hole phantom

is used.

4.2.4 niformity

En addition to the system uniformity which ws recom-

mended in the 1982 WHO document as a niformity acceptance

test, the measurement o intrinsic uniformity is additional-

I.v recommended. 'Me recommendations of the IAEA Technical

'Document protocols 63.3 to 63.6 provide an extremely tho-

rough evaluation of camera uniformity performance under

different conditions of instrument settings and collimators.

Because this parameter is the most sensitive to changes in

camera performance and instrument settings, carrying out an

initial thorough analysis of camera uniformity is highly

recommended. Evaluation of quantitative uniformity parame-

ters according to the NEMA protocols will allow comparison

with camera specifications provided by the vendor. These

parameters are frequently specified with an on-line unifor-

mitV correction module (if available) in operation. In

order to obtain a baseline for the performance of the camera
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without any correction module in operation it is suggested

that, if possible, the uniformity be measured both with and

without such a niformity correction module enabled.

Measurement of the system uniformity will evaluate the

collimator in use as well as the inherent uniformity of the

camera itself. A system uniformity should, therefore, be

carried out for each collimator available. In order to

reveal any artifacts due to the collimator images must be

-obtained with a hiqh statistical content, preferably greater

than 10 million counts total. The flood field phantoms used

must have a radius which exceeds the collimated field of

view radius by 30 mm and must, themselves, be uniform (i.e.

no bulging, well mixed).

Commercial manufacturing of the IEC phantom should be

stimulated and arrangements for transport, radiation hield-

inq and thorough mixing of the activity in this large and

heavy phantom needs to be improved. For acceptance, refer-

ence and routine uniformity QC a thin flood phantom with

'10 mm active cross-section is adequate (IAEA Technical Docu-

ment Fig. 67). However, when SPECT is carried out, the

requirements for the uniformity flood are more stringent -

see Chapter 6 For cameras which require regular calibra-

tion of an on-line uniformity correction device, a thick

walled flood phantom such as the IEC is also recommended in
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,-)rder to provide scattering conditions and therefore simu-

late the energy spectrum observed during patient imacring.

4.2.5 Sensitivity

A measure of the sensitivity of camera may be

obtained concomitantly with a test of uniformity. This may

be used to compare the sensitivity of the various collima-

tors and provide an overall impression of camera

sensitivity. For a f ixed eometry and measuring method

'i.e. intrinsic uniformity using a point source at a fixed

distance, or system niformity using a particular collimator

and lood phantom) a record of the counts per second per Bq

will crave a baseline for the detection efficiency of the

camera. Such a measurement can be regularly monitored both

as a reference test and routine daily test and would reveal

items such as changes in analyzer window width, incorrect

window setting, and energy resolution. This measurement

should not be regarded as an absolute calibration of the

counts per second per Bq. For such a measurement the NEMA

method is preferred to the IEC method since the IEC method

requires a special phantom which is not generally available.
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4.2.6 Spatial linearity

The NEMA protocol method for measuring intrinsic spa-

tial linearity requires a high degree of digital spatial

resolution and an accurately machined test pattern. In

order to achieve sufficient digital spatial resolution a

zoom factor mav be required when the nuclear medicine com-

puter is used for the data acquisition even when a 256 x 56

matrix is available. Use of a zoom factor means that only a

section of the field o view of the detector will be tested

at anv one time. An alternative to the NEMA test pattern is

an OHTF phantom.

Although special software is desirable to assess the

degree of non-linearity present, coarse assessments can be

made using profiles or regions of interest which are stan-

dard software capabilities of all nuclear medicine

computers. An analogue imacTe will reveal ross levels of

linearity distortion which may well affect the clinical

results, but it is most likely that such gross linearity

Distortion would also be revealed in any uniformity image

that is obtained. A phantom for checking spatial linearity

should have a hole spacing coarser than the intrinsic

resolving power of the scintillation camera. If neither

phantom is available then system spatial linearity may be

assessed with a PLES or similar type of lead strip phantom.
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4.--1.7 Count rate characteristics

A- comparison o the count rate characteristics with a

manufacturer's scifications requires that intrinsic meas-

urements be made without any scattering material. 7he IAEA

Technical Document protocols 63.9 to 63.12 give practical

methods for investigating intrinsic count rate characteris-

tics of a camera. Since all clinical measurements involve

scattering conditions, it is useful at acceptance to perform

a reference test to obtain measurements in a standard form

that simulates the clinical condition.

The IEC phantom recommended tor this test 7 is awk-

ward to use in practice due to the difficulty in removing

the central cylinder containing the radioactivity.

kdditionallv this phantom is not commercially available and

is expensive to manufacture. At the 1983 Workshop, an IEC

phantom was used, but syringes containing different activi-

ties were used to replace the standard central cylinder. In

practice any type of scattering material could be used, for

example paper or pressed wood, provided that the experimen-

tal method is carefully noted and can be reproduced for

comparison in subsequent reference tests. This test, under

scattering conditions, is extremely sensitive to the amount

of scatter used and to the geometry of the set-up.
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A simple alternative that can provide an indication of

the behaviour of the camera at ncreasing count rates is to

place a point source on the face of the collimator, then

scan a lood source across the field of view. Observation

of the point source and flood source count rates both

separately and together will allow analysis of the count

rate response.

The determination of count-rate characteristics should

be carried out concomitantly or the camera alone and with

tire camera/computer combination if available (see

i'_'hapter 5) .

Image quality at high count rates can be compromised by

misplaced events. It is essential, therefore, that unifor-

mity, resolution and linearity be checked at several

different count rates and certainly extending over the full

range of count rates to be expected in clinical practice.

4.2.8 Mltiple window spatial registration

Most newer cameras have three or more energy windows

which may be sed singly or together. Even when a camera

has only one energy window a check should be made of the

accuracy of the field of view at different energy settings.

Exact superposition o images from different energy windows
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is imperative to preserve image resolution and also for

nuclear medicine procedures that compare and, possibly, sub-

tract images obtained separately at different energy

windows.

3ome scintillation camera systems use radionuclide

sources tor markincr the image. These may require that the

energy window setting be changed to accommodate the radionu-

clide marker source. In this case such windows should also

be carefully assessed for multiple window registration oth-

erwise the marker may give an incorrect localization.

A test for multiple window egistration may be achieved

simply by comparing images of point sources obtained with

three individual energy windows (low, middle and high rancTe)

with images at each window superimposed.

4.3 Routine testina

In clinical practice it is impossible to test all

parameters on an individual daily or even weekly basis. For

routine use a simple but sensitive, test must be sufficient

to check the total imaging system. This will include the

mechanical functioning and safety of the detector head and

collimator mountinqs, the performance of the image mapping

system and the functioning f the hardcopy recording unit
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3.nd film developing process. Althouqh the outcome of a sin-

gle QC test may show that te system produces satisfactory

images the person carrying out the test must observe each

part of the QC test operation and be aware of any changes

that mav have occurred. Such changes may initially appear

to be of minor consequence; for example: a change in sound

of the motor drive of the camera head when being raised or

lowered a consistent readjustment or shift in position of

the enercrv window, or a chancre in film developer tempera-

ture. Such changes could signal a subsequent failure and an

aLert operator will recognize the consequences and could

forestall more erious problems.

4.3.1- Uniformity

Experience has indicated that a daily measurement and

check of the uniformity of the scintillation camera is suf-

ficient to reveal subtle as well as gross deterioration of

camera performance. It is particularly important to compare

the current uniformity image with that obtained during the

previous days. weeks or even months. Gradual deterioration

in camera performance may otherwise go unnoticed. With cam-

eras that have on-line uniformity correction it is advisable

to obtain uniformity images both with and without the cor-

rection module in operation if this is possible. The

uniformitv obtained with the uniformity correction in opera-
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tion may mask the actual non-uniformity present and leave

the user with the false impression that the camera is

operating optimally wen this may not be the case.

A comparison of the time required to collect a fixed

number of counts for the correction circuit enabled and for

it dsabled can serve as an indicator of camera performance

Deterioration on a dailv basis. This will require that two

liniformitv images are made for the uniformity, but this

should not be an extra burden, even in a busy nuclea�r medi-

cine department. Indeed, it is desirable if a certain time

of day, say early in the morning, can be reserved for the

purposes of carrying out the uniformity check.

A check of the uniformity will allow observation of

most o the points mentioned in Table 15 of te 1982 WHO

document (1). The operator should be aware of the back-

crround counting rate, even if this is not necessarily a

specific daily test that must be documented.

The method of obtaining the uniformity image should

alwavs be suited to the local situation and type of camera

and equipment available. One department may prefer to per-

form an intrinsic uniformity check with a point source

whereas another may prefer a system uniformity check with a

flood field phantom. This choice may be due to radiation
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protection considerations to the personnel since consider-

ablv less activity is required for the intrinsic

measurement. On the other hand, a department may prefer to

carry out a system measurement since the collimator need not

be removed in this situation. This decision may also be

Dictated bv the design of the camera which may prohibit

movement of the camera head once the collimator has been

removed so that the resulting maximum source to detector

distance may be insufficient for a proper intrinsic measure-

ment.

RecTardless ot the method adopted it should be strictly

tollowed nd reproduced exactly on a daily basis. 'his

requires strict adherence to a documented protocol and will

include sch items as orientation of a flood source, orien-

tation of the collimator, camera orientation settings and

energy window settings. If a Co-57 flood source is used the

user should be aware of the loncT term effects of contami-

nants and must be very careful to use the source in an

exactly reproducible position because of the inherent

non-uniformity of such sources.

4.3.-.1. Resolution and linearity

ln addition to the uniformity check, a check of resolu-

tion/iinearitv on a weeklv basis is desirable, but the
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frequency of such a test is dependent upon the stability of

the system and other local factors. A camera of older

design may prove to be less stable than one of more recent

manufacture. A test of resolution/linearity may be carried

out with any available phantom such as the quadrant bar

phantom, PLES phantom or OHTP phantom. The latter phantom

is best used for intrinsic measurements than for system

measurements because of the possibility of creating

interference between the hole patterns of the phantom and

Collimator (Moire effect).

Use of a single OHTP phantom measurement to test uni-

tormitv, linearity, sensitivity and resolution of a camera

requires considerable expertise to perform and to interpret.

For example, the intensity of the film recording device

needs to be adjusted to suit the total number of counts col-

lected so that the film is not overexposed thereby obscuring

any nonuniformity and revealing only linearity variations.

Based on their experience, the 1983 workshop participants

caution the user when using this phantom for such a combined

purpose and recommend separate routine tests of

unitormitv/sensitivity and resolution/linearity.

4.4 Conclusion

Acceptance tests are performed at the time of installa-
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tion in order to provide the user with confirmation that the

scintillation camera is performing according to the specifi-

cations. Reterence values obtained at the same time as

acceptance testing is performed can later be used to recon-

firm optimal performance subsequent to major service or

upgrade.

The equipment, test devices and phantoms necessary for

-acceptance and/or reference testing may be expensive and, 

a consequence, it may be difficult to justify their availa-

bility in all centres. The concept of regional loan centres

is advocated.

The routine QC procedure that is advocated for a scin-

tillation camera is a check o the flood field uniformity.

This check is sensitive to minor changes in system perfor-

mance and is quick and simple to perform. The actual method

used is subject to local conditions and choice. It is

imperative, however, that whatever method is used, the con-

ditions under which the procedure is performed be absolutely

reproducible from day to day.



CHAPTER 

CAMERA/COMPLPIER SYSTEMS

"l Introduction

t4anv scintillation cameras are now used in combination

with a digital computer. In some instances these computers

have been integrated into the camera desicTn to torm. a

so-called digital scintillation camera. The quality control

considerations for camera/computer systems are the same

whether the computer is a separate, stand-alone unit or is

an integrated component of the whole system 9.

All of the commercially available nuclear medicine com-

puter systems are based on digital computers (not analogue)

and many of them use standard general purpose mini or

microcomputers as their foundation. One result of this is

that an unjustified level ot trust has been placed in these

devices based on the presumption that if the data are of a

dicrital nature any errors will immediately be evident. Such

a presumption is unjustified because the major omponent in
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the scintillation camera/computer interface are anoloque

devices and drift of the control settings of these inter-

faces can result in collection of poor quality digital data.

Further, the correct performance of the diagnostic

software tests usually carried out bv a field service

,-anaineer merelv serves to demonstrate that the diagnostic

software performs properly. It does not demonstrate whether

or not the actual software used in nuclear medicine acquisi-

tion and nlysis will perform properly. One may discover

that a particular combination of software and hardware com-

ponents, or perhaps a particular sequence of oftware

operations, has not been envisaged by the computer manufac-

turer and an error or unexpected result transpires. This

particular situation can rarely be tested so that it becomes

necessary for the data processing personnel to become com-

pletely familiar with the software and its limitations, both

throucTh the documentation and through training courses. In

this way errors or unexpected results may immediately be

recognized, the circumstances documented and, if possible,

repeated so that the problem can either be avoided (a

work-around) or reported to the supplier (a software "bucf

report).
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Environmental considerations

Most manufacturers o computer systems will stipulate

certain conditions for installation. These may include

space, power and air-conditioning specifications. It is the

user's responsibility to ensure that these conditions are

met if proper performance is to be expected. Table 5.1

indicates some of the environmental factors that are neces-

sary to observe when considering installation of a computer

in a department of nuclear medicine. Due recognition should

be given to these conditions since failure to meet them may

result in the warranty or the equipment becoming void or

alternatively refusal of the supplier to provide adequate

field service. Power interruptions will usually result in

very evident failures of software, but power variations may

be difficult to detect and could give rise to subtle errors

in results. Similarly, variations in temperature and par-

ticularly extremes above the temperature recommended by the

manufacturer may cause permanent damage to hardware as well

as less obvious problems such as amplifier drift in the

interface. The temperature criteria specified by computer

manufacturers usually relate to the internal temperature of

the equipment rather than the ambient temperature of the

room in which it is located.
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TABLE 5.1

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

SPACE Computer - Space for I instrument rack
plus clear space for service and venti-
lation - 2 square metres.
Analysis work station - 2 square metres.
Acquisition work station - .5 square
metres.

TEMPERATURE/ 15-25 C
AIR CONDITIONING 40-60% humidity 0% max)

7-10,000 BTU/hr

POWER 110V 30A per cabinet (depending on coun-
try).
Occasionally 220V single phase.
"Clean", isolated line with good round
return.

NOISE Fans and disk drives cause high noise
level. Use separate room with noise
absorption.

CLEANLINESS Keep fan filters clean. Removable disk
cartridges susceptible to dust, smoke,
finger prints, etc.
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5.3 Acceptance and reference testing (hardware)

All of the procedures advocated or acceptance testing

and performance testing of scintillation cameras should be

applied to the combined camera/computer system. Indeed it

is relatively simple to carry out both simultaneously, but

it must be recognized that in many instances the results of

the tests will be predicated by the performance of the cam-

era itself, not the interface (viz. flood field

uniformity). More precise determinations of performance

parameters of the interface can only be conducted if more

sophisticated electronic test equipment such as pulse gen-

erators and oscilloscopes are available.

Table 52 indicates the appropriate acceptance and

reference test procedures that are recommended for a scin-

tillation camera/computer system.
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Table 52

Acceptance and reference testing for data-2rocessincr

sy5tems (hardware)

1. Using camera uniformity test at normal gain and point

sources at zoom settings check gain and offset of inter-

face amplifiers to verify that images are centrally

Incated and fill the analogue-to-digital converter (ADC)

ranqe at each zoom mode (i.e. image is symmetrical and

exhibits equal gains in X and Y directions).

2. Using camera uniformity test, check for ADC differential

linearity using high contrast display. If software is

available, NEMA and/or IEC protocols for uniformity

specification may be applied 67).

3. If an orthogonal hole transmission phantom (OHTP is

available, check for integral and differential linearity

using region of interest software or count-rate profiles

to develop quantitative values in X and Y direction and

also at various locations in the image.

4. Using camera count-rate performance test, determine

count-rate performance of total system in frame mode.

5. Repeat no. 4 for list mode.
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6. Check internal computer clock rate by comparing counts

acquired from uniformity source by computer during fixed

interval of time with those recorded by scintillation

camera during same time interval.

Repeat no. 6 above for a framing rate slightly faster

than that to be used under clinical conditions, e.g.

10 frames per second.

B. Repeat no. 7 above for a slow framing rate, e.g.

I frame per 10 seconds.

9. Repeat no. 6 above in list mode.

10. Repeat no. 6 above in gated acquisition mode using

stable ECG source (e.g. ECG simulator or "quiet" human

subject) in order to check crate stability.

11. Repeat no. 10 above in gated list mode.

12. Repeat no. 6 through no. 11 for each zoom mode condi-

tion.

13. Check for electronic noise: disconnect the x and

y-signal cables at the camera connectors (not the com-

puter) and acquire an image for min with the Z-signal
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only; this will give an indication of the degree of

electronic noise generated by instability in DC's and

cables.

14. If the appropriate equipment is available it is possible

to check the linearity of the ADC's using a signal gen-

erator and an oscilloscope.

15. Other items which are connected to the computer such as

a single scintillation probe or a physiological trigger

should be checked at this time.

16. When the system is designed to allow simultaneous ana-

lysis and acquisition, checks of the validity of

acquisition (count rate, frame rate, etc.) should be

made while analysis activities including use of items

such as the joystick or lightpen are in progress.
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5.4 Routine testing (hardware)

The major component of hardware that needs to be

checked on a routine basis is the camera/computer interface.

This may conveniently be accomplished at the same time as

the routine scintillation camera uniformity check is per-

formed. The uniformity flood image can be collected by the

computer and checks may then be made to ascertain:

count-rate correspondence between the digital and analogue

images, symmetry of the size and position of the digital

image within its matrix, absence of any artifacts image

enhancement and high contrast can assist here) and, provid-

inq that software is available, either the NEMA or IEC

protocols for image uniformity can be applied to detect slow

variations with time. The reader is cautioned that use of

the NEMA or IEC protocols will demand a somewhat higher

total count collection than that normally used for analogue

images if statistically reliable results are to be obtained

(10).

As in the case of the scintillation camera alone, any

faults that may manifest themselves will require more

detailed analysis along the lines suggested for acceptance

and reference testing in Table 52.
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r"5 Quality control of software

The operators of data-processing systems have a respon-

sibility to become completely familiar with the system

software and any special limitations that it may possess. A

full understanding of the algorithms applied is necessary in

order to properly interpret the results that may be

obtained. Incorrect results may arise from one of several

sources:

a') Application of an inappropriate algorithm

b) An inherent programme error or "bug", or,

(--) Use of incorrect data or data formats

By wy of example, each of these items will be illustrated

using the ejection fraction calculation as a model. it

should not be construed, however, that the errors suggested

are complete examples of all of the errors that might occur,

nor should it be assumed that errors will only occur with

ejection fraction measurements. The same problems might

leave been illustrated using examples from renography or

other functional measurements.
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5.5.1 Incorrect algorithm

it might be assumed that an error of this form is one

that can only be made by the original programmer, but a com-

puter user may also be uilty of applying an algorithm in a

fashion that was not originally intended. For example, let

us suppose that a programme exists for the purpose of calcu-

lating the left ventricular ejection fraction and that this

programme automatically computes the background count rate

from a region of interest placed by the algorithm just out-

side the left ventricle from 3 o'clock to 6 o'clock. if,

now, an inexperienced operator believes that the same pro-

gramme will produce a valid result from the right ventricle,

serious problems will arise because that area of background

will now automatically be located in the region occupied by

the septum and the left ventricle.

An operator familiar with the algorithm would be aware

of the consequences of his or her action and would also be

capable of judqing the reliability of the algorithm in

applications other than the one for which it was originally

intended.
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5.5.2 Programme "bugs"

Software errors or bugs may be far more insidious.

Because of this a computer operator must be constantly alert

to the possible existence of an error and should be critical

of the results of studies by assessing what is produced

against what might be expected. Operators familiar with

reviewing wall motion studies can usually estimate an ejec-

tion fraction to within a few percentage points and would

quickly notice a strange result in an ejection fraction

measurement.

One example of a programme bug is the division of two

integer numbers resulting in an integer result when the

design of the programme required that the result be

expressed as a decimal number. When calculating an ejection

fraction it is necessary to normalize the counts in the

background region to the areas of the left ventricle in

end-diastole and end-systole. This is normally done by mul-

tiplying the background counts by the ratio of the number of

pixels in each area compared to number in the background

reqion. This number of pixels is normally supplied from the

study data as an integer number. Quite obviously the ratio

should assume a decimal value, but, if integer division is

inadvertently performed without conversion to decimal

numbers, then the normalization factor will always be'round-
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ed to an integer, thereby resulting in incorrect ejection

fraction values.

J.5.3 Incorrect data or data formats

Many programmes include error checks to ensure that the

data used fall within certain boundary conditions. However,

sometimes it is necessary in the interests of memory capaci-

ty or running time to omit such checks. In any case it is

difficult to include checks for all possible errors that may

occur. Once again it is imperative that the operator review

programme results with a critical approach to discover

faults that may have occurred.

If, for instance, an ejection fraction programme is

designed to accept data in zoom mode and, if instead, the

data are acquired in normal mode it is possible that the

calculated background region will be far too large and will

encroach upon the spleen or some other region of high activ-

ity. This would give a falsely high ejection fraction

value. Such an example might perhaps be regarded as an

application of an inappropriate algorithm, but in this

instance it utilized as an example of an incorrect data

format since the data were not cquired in the mode

appropriate to the algorithm.
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5.6 Validation of clinical results

Many software programmes are made available to computer

users together with a set of normal and/or abnormal values,

or alternatively, the published results from the original

programme author or some other source. Acceptance of such

values as being valid in another clinical situation is to be

deplored. There is no reason to expect that the reference

values from one laboratory, even determined on similar

equipment using similar algorithms, should be applicable in

another location given a different patient population. All

users of data processing systems are encouraged to establish

their own reference values for their own particular circum-

stances. It must, however, be recognized that in some

circumstances it may not be possible to derive a sufficient-

ly large sample size to produce statistically valid

reference values under all circumstances.

To assist in this activity each site hould proceed

through a process of software validation. Software should

be validated and tested each time a programme is modified or

whenever there is a software update. he data for software

validation may take one of two forms: it may be patient

data including representatives of both normal and abnormal

conditions, or it may be simulated data, in which case it

may be data derived by a computer programme or data acquired
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using a known phantom. Whichever mechanism is adopted the

user should maintain a copy of the data together with the

system software backups so that the examples may be used for

the training of new personnel, for inter- and intra-observer

comparisons, and also for QC checks of the system's software

when new versions or updates become available.

1:71.7 Conclusion

Providing that careful attention is paid to environmen-

tal conditions, many camera/computer hardware problems can

be avoided. The most important component of the

camera/computer system is the interface between them. Quite

apart from the normal general purpose diagnostic tests of

the computer hardware, such as the central processing unit,

memory, disks, etc, it is necessary to develop QC procedures

for the camera/computer interface. Many of the acceptance

tests used for scintillation cameras are equally applicable

to the camera/computer combination, except that they must be

repeated using the different modes of data acquisition.

As in the case of the scintillation camera, the routine

QC procedure advocated for the camera/computer system is the

uniformity check. This has the virtue that it may be per-

formed simultaneously with the routine uniformity check for

the camera alone, and that is is also sensitive to the kinds
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of performance changes that might be expected of the inter-

face.

It is important to recognize that whenever service to

the scintillation camera as an independent unit has been

carried out then a check must also be made of the image

acquired by the computer. This is because the signals pro-

vided by the camera may have been modified (even

unexpectedly) thereby resulting in a change to the digitiza-

tion of the images.

It is inappropriate to formalize a schedule of QC

checks for computer software. Rather, it is necessary for

the operator to be sufficiently conversant with the software

so that he will be constantly alert to the possibility that

errors or "bugs" may exist. This requires familiarity of

the limitations imposed by particular algorithm. However

many times a procedure has been used, the results should

always be carefully reviewed to ascertain their credibility.

In addition to backup copies of system oftware, it is

recommended that users establi5 a library of patient study

data that can be used for training purposes, comparison of

algorithms, and validation of new versions of software.



CHAPTER 6

Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT)

6.1 Introduction

The 1980 WHO document contains some preliminary propo-

sals regarding QC test protocols for rotating camera SPECT

devices. The passage of time has indicated that these prel-

iminary proposals were justified and valid, but require

further amplification if they are to be useful in the clini-

cal environment.

The results derived from a SPECT system are critically

dependent upon the proper performance of both the hardware

and the software which constitute the total system. These

two entities are so closely inter-digitated that it is

extremely difficult to recommend QC procedures that are

directed at any one particular component. Malfunction of a

hardware component may be masked by a software operation.

It is imperative that anyone interpreting the clinical

results from a SPECT system have a clear understanding of
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the various artifacts that can be introduced from patient

movement, through hardware malfunction, all the way to poor

choice of software options. No QC procedure designed to

monitor scintillation camera performance can guard against

an artifact caused by patient movement, for example. Good

results in SPECT are difficult to achieve and unfortunately

little experience has as yet been accumulated so that arti-

facts may well go unrecognized in the final clinical images,

or, even worse, may be misinterpreted.

6.2 Geometry of rotating camera SPECT

The most common form of acquiring SPECT images is by

rotating a scintillation camera around the patient collect-

in a series of images that are then used to re-construct

transverse slice by the method of filtered back projection

(11). The QC procedures recommended below refer to this

method and the geometry associated with it is shown in Fig

6.1.
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Figure 61: Axial and side views of rotating camera used

for Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography.

The x-axis of the scintillation camera is placed across

the patient and orthogonal to the axis of rotation. The

y-axis is placed parallel to the axis of rotation.
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Transverse slices obtained from the reconstruction process

will be in the x-z plane and their thickness will be along

the y-axis. Proper reconstruction requires that the camera

magnification be equal in the x and y directions - a circu-

lar object should give rise to a circular planar image. The

axis of rotation is defined by the axis about which the cam-

era rotates and every precaution must be taken to ensure

that the centre of the electronic image acquired by the com-

puter passes through this axis of rotation, in order that

the centre of the reconstruction domain and the axis of

rotation coincide.

The angle of rotation (theta) is the angle through

which the camera has rotated for each image that is

acquired. Some cameras use step-and-shoot mode, in which

case the camera is stationary during each image acquisition;

others use a continuous mode, in which case the camera is

moved in one continuous sweep around the axis of rotation

and images are acquired durinq equal time intervals and

hence angles. In either case, it is important that the step

angles or angular velocity remain constant or the data pro-

vided for the back projection algorithm will be incorrect.

The radius of rotation (r) is the distance of the

collimator face from the axis of rotation. This should be

kept to a minimum allowing for body clearance) in order to
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maximize the resolution of the system.

The angle of head tilt (alpha) is the angle between the

face of the collimator and the axis of rotation. This angle

should be zero (the collimator should be parallel to the

axis) in order to obtain the best resolution for off-axis

points.

Some manufacturers have developed special scintillation

camera heads to provide for clearance at the patient's

shoulder and provide a smaller radius of rotation when col-

lecting images of the head. Another method used to achieve

a similar objective is to use a slant-hole collimator 12)

and then apply an equivalent amount of head tilt to compen-

sate for the angle of the collimator holes. This latter

method requires extreme caution to ensure that the collima-

tor holes are accurately alligned orthogonal to the axis of

rotation.

6.3 QC procedures - general comments

The QC procedures recommended below are offered as

suggestions only and may well be subject to modification as

experience with SPECT systems develops. Most manufacturers

recognize the need for stringent quality control procedures,

and as a consequence, offer software modules that assist the
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user in developing an appropriate QC program. Some manufac-

turers have concentrated their effort more on one parameter

than on another and, as a result, some of the procedures

described may be easier to perform with one system rather

than another. This emphasis may have arisen from the defi-

ciencies of a certain element of hardware with which the

programmer had some earlier experience and though the

emphasis may be well placed for some users it may not be

appropriate for others. The user must decide which parame-

ters deserve greater attention under his or her particular

local circumstances.

As in the case of scintillation cameras and

camera/computer systems it is necessary to perform a minimum

of QC procedures on a frequent routine basis. If these pro-

cedures are kept simple there is some reater uarantee that

they will actually be performed. Under such circumstances a

simple routine procedure must check the widest range of

parameters possible so that, if deemed necessary, individual

parameters may be checked more specifically.

The three parameters of performance that can have the

most significant impact upon the clinical results are the

camera uniformity, correctness of the centre of rotation,

and head tilt. Fortunately, these parameters may be checked

fairly easily, but, since the uniformity can so critically
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affect the final image, it is necessary to acquire much

better statistics in the uniformity flood than would normal-

ly be acceptable for a scintillation camera used for routine

planar studies.

In choosing a rotating camera intended for SPECT the

user should pay very close attention to such matters as the

stability of performance of the scintillation camera over

time as well as during actual rotation and, also, to stabil-

ity and accuracy of the support mechanism.

6.4 Acceptance and reference testing

Acceptance tests will parallel those suggested for

scintillation cameras and camera/computer systems. Certain

extra procedures will be required to establish the satisfac-

tory performance of the rotational capability and the

acquisition software. On a routine basis the stability of

the rotational mechanism must be checked as well as system

uniformity.

Factors which have been shown to affect uniformity, in

addition to the normal electronic instability that might be

observed, include such items as changes due to the earth's

magnetic field during rotation, or variation of the optical

coupling between photomultipliers and crystal due to move-
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ment. Instability of the latter may be reduced by ensuring

that the scintillation camera is left with the collimator

face horizontal and facing down when not in use. The centre

of rotation is a combination of the mechanical rotation, the

centering of the electronic image of the scintillation cam-

era and the offsets applied by the camera/computer

interface. Even a chancre of collimator may affect the cen-

tre of rotation due to ancrulation of the collimator holes.

Because the error in the centre of rotation needs to be

reduced to an absolute minimum this parameter must be sub-

Ject to frequent observation.

Acceptance testing shall include all of the tests

outlined for scintillation cameras. In addition the centre

of rotation must be checked:

Place a point source approximately at the centre of rotation

in the centre of the field of view. Ensure that the colli-

mator face is parallel to the axis of rotation. if

confidence can be placed in the fact that the axis of rota-

tion is accurately horizontal the head tilt can be adjusted

using a spirit (bubble) level on the front face of the col-

limator. This method also pre-supposes that the collimator

holes are accurately aligned perpendicular to the collimator

face. Collect one image at 0 degrees and a second image at

180 degrees opposite to the first. If Xl is the position of

the centre of the point source image at and X2 is the
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position at 180 then the offset of the centre of rotation is

given by:

R = + 1 - Xl - 2

where N is the number of pixels across the diameter.

Convert R in pixel units to millimetres using the known

pixel size for the camera. This error should not be allowed

to exceed 1.5 mm. and, if possible, should be reduced to

zero.

If the mechanical support exhibits some instability it

might be desirable to check the centre of rotation at other

pairs of angles separated by 180 i.e. at 90 and 270. Some

manufacturers provide software that allows calculation of

the centre of rotation offset for 64 pairs of images from a

128 angle acquisition and gives the resulting mean, standard

deviation and range. Use of such programmes is recommended

where thev are available.

Head tilt and head tilt calibration must also be

checked during acceptance testing. Because the axis of

rotation is a fixed, but nevertheless imaginary, line in

space it is important that the manufacturer's installers

ensure that this axis is absolutely horizontal. Providing

that this is the case, then head tilt can easily be checked

usin a spirit (bubble) level on the collimator face (not

the back cover of the camera). It is possible to check for
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head tilt by acquiring a tomographic set of images of an

off-axis point source then using computer software to deter-

mine the pseudo-motion of the image of the point source in

the y-direction parallel to the axis of rotation.

Unfortunately, this software is not generally available and,

due to the critical limits that must be placed on the head

tilt /-0.5 degrees), it is recommended that manufacturers

give serious consideration to adding this module to their QC

software.

In anv case, it is not sufficient to rely on the digi-

tal read-outs of camera head tilt angle. These may not be

correct and tend to exhibit some instability. Neither the

digital read-outs nor a spirit level can adjust for any

anqulation that may be present in the collimator holes.

6.5 Routine testing of SPECT systems

6.15.1 Centre of rotation

The centre of rotation must be checked at least weekly.

Should the centre of rotation error exhibit instability it

may be necessary to increase the frequency of this test to

dailv. This check is performed in the same manner as des-

cribed above. The centre of rotation offset must not be
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allowed to exceed 025 pixels (usually) or 1.5 mm. and

should be adjusted to be as close to zero as possible. The

effect of a centre of rotation offset is to introduce a loss

in resolution in the reconstructed images. This does not

manifest itself as an obvious artifact and will cause image

degradation unless guarded against.

10.5.2 Uniformity correction

In addition to the normal camera uniformity checks it

is necessary to collect flood images for uniformity correc-

tion in order to obtain the best uniformity possible.

Uniformity correction matrices must be collected for

each collimator and for each radionuclide that is to be used

with that collimator. Care must be exercised to ensure that

a truly 'flat' flood phantom is used. It must not bulge, it

must be well mixed, it must not contain any air bubbles, and

it should be thick enough that the scatter contribution will

simulate the spectrum from a patient acquisition. The image

must be collected with the image rotation switches set to

the same orientation that will be used for patient data col-

lection.

Opinions differ concerning the total number of counts

that must be collected for the flood correction matrix. The
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criteria normally applied is that the variation due to

statistics must not exceed 1% and this normally implies a

total count collection of 30 or 40 million counts. There is

also compelling evidence to suggest that the statistics of

the patient data will be the greater determining factor and

that a 10 million count correction matrix is sufficient to

produce the optimal uniformity in the clinical situation.

The user of a SPECT imaging system is recommended to acquire

a flood correction matrix of at least 10 million counts. If

ring artifacts are evident in reconstructed slices from uni-

form phantoms imaged at clinically realistic count densities

then the number of counts in the correction matrix must be

increased.

The frequency at which a correction matrix must be col-

lected is best determined for each local situation.

Depending on the stability of the scintillation camera, it

is probably sufficient to collect a correction matrix on a

weekly basis, but certainly not at greater intervals. This

does not, however, imply that a check of the uniformity

should not be made daily.

Non-uniformities in the uniformity corrected data ive

rise to ring artifacts in the reconstructed images. These

ran usually be recognized in the clinical images, but can

also introduce defects that can be mistakenly diagnosed as
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lesions.

6.5.3 Head tilt

The angle of head tilt must be checked for each and

every patient set-up. Providing that confidence can be

placed in a spirit (bubble) level on the front face of the

collimator this is a relatively simple and easy procedure.

The angle of head tilt must be kept to better that 0.5

degrees and, since this is the normally accepted tolerance

of a spirit level, the user is advised to make sure that the

head is level with the spirit level placed first in one

direction and then reversed through 180 degrees.

The operator is cautioned against placing any confi-

dence in digital read-outs of head angle or head tilt unless

these have been carefully calibrated and checked for stabil-

ity.

Large degrees of head tilt can cause radial streak

artifacts due off-axis points being seen from only a limited

set of angles. Small degrees of head tilt cause degradation

of resolution which is therefore more difficult to detect in

the final image.
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6.6 Multi-head systems

The use of multi-head detection systems increases the

OC requirements considerably. Not only must each camera

head comply with the requirements outlined above, but, addi-

tionally, the detectors must be carefully matched and

accurately aligned one with the other. The image sizes (xy

gains) of the camera heads must match each other and the

centers of rotation must be coincident.

Thus, the QC requirements for multi-head systems are

more stringent than those for single detector systems and

must be approached with appropriate caution.

6.7 Reconstruction factors

The operator is provided with a number of choices dur-

ing the process of reconstruction. It is important that

these choices be made wisely in order to achieve optimal

results from SPECT. The choice of an appropriate filter and

attenuation correction are not matters that can be subjected

to regular QC checks they are, however, parameters that can

have significant impact on quality of the final images. it

is imperative, therefore, that the operator understand the

consequences of making particular choices, that the proper

choices be made for optimal results and, further, that these
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choices be recorded in order that the circumstances of

reconstruction can be reproduced.

It is not appropriate to attempt to make recommenda-

tions concerning filters and attenuation correction factors

in this docunment. These choices are very dependent on the

data acquisition parameters and the nature of the data. No

standardized data manipulation techniques can therefore be

established and the user's only recourse is to experiment

with the software available to determine those parameters

that yield the best results. One word of caution must,

however, be issued in this respect: the parameters that

yield the best results for a high count content, high reso-

lution phantom should not be expected to be equally

applicable to a liver scan, a brain scan or a myocardial

scan. A phantom is nevertheless a useful QC tool to check

total system performance, including operating set-up, once

every month or so.

6.8 Conclusion

SPECT is still a relatively new technique. Its viabil-

ity as a diagnostic tool has not been fully established to

date. It is, however, gaining very wide acceptance, but,

unless performed with a great deal of care, the results are

likely to be no better, and may be worse, than those
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obtained from standard planar imaging. Proper and carefully

conducted QC is imperative if the technique is to succeed as

la valuable imaging modality. Though such a statement is

applicable to all nuclear medicine procedures, it is espe-

cially important for SPECT because poor equipment can result

in poor images. However, whereas a camera malfunction may

be discernable in planar imaging, it may be impossible to

detect such a malfunction in SPECT reconstructed images.



CHAPTER 7

OTHER INSTRUMENTATION

1.1 Introduction

Other instruments for which QC procedures were reviewed

at the 1983 WHO workshop were rectilinear scanners, single

and multiple probe counting systems and activity meters (ra-

dionuclide "dose" calibrators). The 1982 WHO document (1)

gives a good indication of which tests need to be carried

out, and ammendment was deemed unnecessary. The IAEA Techn-

ical Document 2 augments the 1982 WHO document by giving a

thorough overview and measurement protocols of acceptance

and reference tests for each of tese ntruments, a well

as of routine tests.

The same principle of a simple and sensitive routine

test which checks the overall system and monitors changes in

performance applies to these instruments as well as to the

more complicated scintillation camera and camera/computer

systems. Such a test should be developed according to local
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circumstances. If a change occurs in the result of the

routine test, then further investigation, which may be

reference tests, may be necessary.

7.2 Rectilinear scanner

The stability of the high voltage, amplifier and pulse

height analyzer components, and the scanning mechanism are

the most crucial aspects of performance of a rectilinear

scanner that require regular checking. As a routine test,

therefore, a long-lived sealed source of radioactivity,

close in energy to that used clinically, may be measured

with the collimator removed to ensure that the pulse height

analyzer window setting is correct and has not changed. At

the same time it is useful to check the sensitivity of the

detector, especially when using a dual-headed scanner for

which a balance between output counts of each detector is

needed. For this latter measurement, care must be exercised

with reproducibility of the geometry of the source with

respect to the detector. Such a measurement also includes a

check of the background counts.

Routinely, say on a weekly basis, a scan of a total

performance phantom using standard scanning parameters will

check the overall scanning system, from the scanning mechan-

ism and hard copy registration to the film development.
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0.3 Single and multiple probe counting systems

On a routine basis, counting systems for gamma

radiation depend on stability of the pulse height analysis

window setting with respect to the photopeak. Here again,

comparison of measured counts from a long-lived sealed

source will reveal changes in high voltage or pulse amplifi-

cation. It may be useful to plot the measured net counts

onto a raph and define the limits of acceptability within

which no adjustments need to be made. For multiple probe

counting systems, the output counts should be balanced which

means that additional measurement of the sensitivity with a

constant geometry set-up is required for each probe.

It is always advisable to use a long-lived sealed

source which emits gamma radiation of similar energy to that

measured clinically.
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/.4 Activity meters (Radionuclide "dose" calibrators)

Reproducibility and accuracy of measurement for the

range of radionuclides used is essential. Reproducibility

can be checked routinely by simply measuring a long-lived

source such as Radium-226 or Cesium-137 at all measurement

3ettincrs normally used and documenting the results. The

results thus obtained provide baseline values for the whole

system and permit the monitoring of changes.

Unfortunately, considerable trust is placed upon the

validity of activity values measured with activity meters,

and on the calibration factors supplied from the manufactur-

ers. This trust is somewhat misplaced. Calibration sources

of sufficient strength to be valid for measurement in an

activity meter are not absolutely calibrated, and usually

are guaranteed only to within +/- 5% . In addition, those

sources are mainly in the kBq (microCi) range and do not

check the linearity of the activity meter at very high

activities. Moreover, calibration procedures are carried

out using only two, or maybe three, standard radionuclide

sources with gamma emissions at the extreme ends of the

range of energies to be encountered. The assumption is made

that the interpolated calibration for the clinically used

radionuclides is automatically correct.
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It should not be assumed that measurements of radionu-

clides purchased for clinical use from radiopharmaceutical

companies are sufficient confirmation of the ccuracy of

one's activity meter. Radiopharmaceuticals companies use

the same activity meters for calibration of their products

as do the users, so that agreement in activity values, in

general, occurs. A consistent error or drift in one direc-

tion may, however, manifest itself when a comparison is made

with the supplier's quoted values.

The user should be aware of these aspects and uncer-

tainties in the output values of activity meters. An

accurate calibration method for all radionuclides commonly

used is highly desirable. The 1983 workshop participants

proposed that manufacturers state in a calibration certifi-

cate the accuracy of the calibration, the radionuclides for

which it was done, and the geometry of the measurement.

7.5 Conclusion

Stability of the high voltage and pulse amplification

components is an essential quality of rectilinear scanners,

gamma counting probes and activity meters. This should

therefore be checked on a routine basis. Proper functioning

of the scanning mechanism and hard-copy recording device are

of additional importance for rectilinear scanners.
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Calibration procedures for activity meters are not

absolute, and manufacturers are urged to improve on this as

well as supply certification of their calibration.
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CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of a workshop, sponsored by the

German Federal Ministry of the interior (BMI) and the World

Health OrcTanization (WHO), held in Neuherbercr, Munich, 1983,

-a revised concept of quality control (QC) in nuclear medi-

cine is proposed. In a previous document published by the

WHO in 1 t1) a set of ri(Torous daily, weekly, monthly,

quarterly and half-yearly QC protocols was recommended. The

revised concept suggested by the 1983 workshop participants

is that of a simple, total system, OC test that can be

applied on a frequent, probably daily, basis. Any deviation

of the results of such a test from the accepted norm will

require further investigation and decision trees can then be

applied to localize faults.

Quality control procedures that are performed by rote

according to some predefined schedule serve no useful pur-

pose if the total system test results indicate that the

system is continuing to function according to established

standards. Detailed tests of specific components or modules
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of the system serve as reference tests and may be necessary

in order to localize a fault or to verify that system per-

formance has been restored subsequent to service of the

svstem.

Whichever scheme for QC is adopted, whether it be a

rigorous schedule o tests or one that conforms to the

revised concept proposed here, it is important that the user

have a full understanding of the rationale upon which each

QC procedure is based. Furthermore, the user must be cons-

cious of the possible causes of anomalies in the QC

procedure itself or in its results.

OC is not limited to a set of test procedures. It is a

process that should be applied throughout the whole clinical

practice. As such it constitutes a state of awareness so

that all persons involved will be observant of irregulari-

ties that may present themselves.

."duch a state of awareness can only be achieved through

educational programmes. National and international bodies

are therefore urged to continue their valuable contributions

in this important area.
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